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In our first Canon Powershot A495 Review, we will reveal the different facts and features why this
camera should be the choice of every camera lover. The Powershot A495 is a digital camera that
has a compact style as well as the comfortable simplicity which makes it a best camera for everyone
and even for beginners, thanks to its sleek shape and well curved edges. The two very useful
features which make it easy to capture the happenings in amazing colour as well as in luminous
detail are the 10.0 megapixel resolution and the 3.3x optical zoom. It has also the feature wherein
capable for keeping all the photos sharp, namely the DIGIC III Image Processor. The new Scene
modes are also there that makes your shoot unique that helps you to make the most of your
creativity. Another feature that is capable for a genuine shooting and playback is the bright and bold
2.5 inches LCD Screen Display.

Second Canon Powershot A495 Review reveals about the different highlights of this camera, one of
which is the 10.0 megapixel resolution. This 10.0 megapixel delivers an amazing detail and enables
you to create impressive large photos of your friends and of course, your family and that makes one
thing that you have to be proud of. Spectacular and personal photos have become easier to shoot
and share, thanks to the Powershot S495. Next is the 3.3 optical zoom lens of this camera that
enables the user to capture close-up and remarkable photos.

In addition to the second Canon Powershot A495 Review is the Smart Auto mode that will do an
excellent work for you by smartly choosing the right settings. All you need to do us to set the Smart
Auto mode and thatâ€™s it, you are now ready for the exciting and challenging task of taking your
desired beautiful photos. By that, you can totally focus on your subject since you know that the
Powershot A495 has the technical details covered so it is a very satisfying and relaxing way to
shoot. The one who smartly analyzes your condition as well as shooting situations is the advanced
Canon technology. After that, it automatically chooses the suitable setting from the 18 scene modes
exclusively made for the Powershot A495.

Fourth Canon Powershot A495 Review talks about the new scene modes that is capable of
providing more creative freedom. By simply including the new modes produced to obtain the type of
photos that almost all of the people want to have, the Powershot A495 gives you even more creative
freedom. There is the Super Vivid mode that is capable of capturing the colours that you can see
with your mindâ€™s eye and then saturates the scene with the strong colours. It can also turn the dull
scenes into an exciting one, and even the dark colours will turn into a richer one.

As you can see, there are great features in our Canon Powershot A495 Review that the Powerhsot
A495 digital camera has.
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Hi, my name is Mila Ashton. I still work as a Digital Camera Reviewer from 2008 up to this year. with
this type of job, it allows me to work and have some quality time with my family. And the best part of
this job is that I have the chance to experience on how to use the latest digital camera like a Fujifilm
X-pro1, a Canon Digital IXUS 90 IS and a Canon Powershot A495 Review as part of my job.
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